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CORAL SPRINGS, Fla.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Back Office Law is pleased to

announce the completion of a recent corporate name change to Consumer

Assistance Project. Back Office Law specializes in successfully assisting law

firms and individual attorneys with their client’s needs, effectively enabling

legal professionals to expand their practice area in conjunction with a network

of CPA’s and real estate experts. Consumer Assistance Project

(www.ConsumerAssistanceProject.org) is a non-profit 501(c) (4) organization,

expanding on the expertise of its predecessor by allowing at-risk consumers to

capitalize on these services directly.

This move underscores the substantial demand for quality and efficient

consumer services which empower those in debt crisis with much needed

alternatives. Our mission as a non-profit is to guide our members through

financial instability, expand their education and understanding of debt

management, minimize and control overwhelming and erroneous debt issues,

and most importantly to navigate them on a course of fiscal responsibility.

Due to extensive consumer demand, Consumer Assistance Project’s main

focus is on the elimination and reduction of all types of student loan debt. Our

debt evaluation and audit process identifies the best qualifying program for the

maximum savings through forgiveness or restructuring. Once a student loan

portfolio has been analyzed, a determination is made from over 60 programs

varying by state, including the option of challenging the validity of the debt due

to errors, misguidance, or improper allocation of funds. Our research team

fights against wrongful debt and will dispute any loan where its elements or

components have placed an unfair burden on the consumer.

Consumer Assistance Project views the student loan debt crisis as a hazard

created by a system that was clearly not designed to operate with the best

interest of the consumer in mind. With student loan default rates at all time

high levels, decisive action must be taken to counteract the common

mishandling of these loans from creation to collection existing in the current

system today. As part of membership services, Consumer Assistance Project

also includes access to attorneys and CPA’s, the availability of legal

documents and forms, and assisting with the filing and recording of these

documents. All members completing the Consumer Assistance Project

program will be provided credit repair services at no cost. The goal of

Consumer Assistance Project is for our members to leave our program with a

clean slate and improved financial health.
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